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ABSTRACT
Future defense, aerospace and automotive technologies involve electronic systems that
release high pulsed waste heat like during high power microwave and laser diode applications in
tactical and combat aircraft, and electrical and electronic systems in hybrid electric vehicles,
which will require the development of an efficient thermal management system. A key design
issue is the need for fast charging so as not to overheat the key components. The goal of this
work is to study the fabrication and technology implementation feasibility of a novel high energy
storage, high heat flux passive heat sink. Key focus is to verify by theory and experiments, the
practicability of using phase change materials as a temporary storage of waste heat for heat sink
applications. The reason for storing the high heat fluxes temporarily is to be able to reject the
heat at the average level when the heat source is off.
Accordingly, a concept of a dual latent heat sink intended for moderate to low thermal
duty cycle electronic heat sink applications is presented. This heat sink design combines the
features of a vapor chamber with rapid thermal energy storage employing graphite foam inside
the heat storage facility along with phase change materials and is attractive owing to its passive
operation unlike some of the current thermal management techniques for cooling of electronics
employing forced air circulation or external heat exchangers.
In addition to the concept, end-application dependent criteria to select an optimized
design for this dual latent heat sink are presented. A thermal resistance concept based design
tool/model has been developed to analyze and optimize the design for experiments. The model
showed that it is possible to have a dual latent heat sink design capable of handling 7 MJ of
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thermal load at a heat flux of 500 W/cm2 (over an area of 100 cm2) with a volume of 0.072 m3
and weighing about 57.5 kg. It was also found that with such high heat flux absorption
capability, the proposed conceptual design could have a vapor-to-condenser temperature
difference of less than 10 0C with a volume storage density of 97 MJ/m3 and a mass storage
density of 0.122 MJ/kg.
The effectiveness of this heat sink depends on the rapidness of the heat storage facility in
the design during the pulse heat generation period of the duty cycle. Heat storage in this heat sink
involves transient simultaneous laminar film condensation of vapor and melting of an
encapsulated phase change material in graphite foam. Therefore, this conjugate heat transfer
problem including the wall inertia effect is numerically analyzed and the effectiveness of the heat
storage mechanism of the heat sink is verified. An effective heat capacity formulation is
employed for modeling the phase change problem and is solved using finite element method.
The results of the developed model showed that the concept is effective in preventing undue
temperature rise of the heat source.
Experiments are performed to investigate the fabrication and implementation feasibility
and heat transfer performance for validating the objectives of the design i.e., to show that the
VCTES heat sink is practicable and using PCM helps in arresting the vapor temperature rise in
the heat sink. For this purpose, a prototype version of the VCTES heat sink is fabricated and
tested for thermal performance. The volume foot-print of the vapor chamber is about
6”X5”X2.5”. A custom fabricated thermal energy storage setup is incorporated inside this vapor
chamber. A heat flux of 40 W/cm2 is applied at the source as a pulse and convection cooling is
used on the condenser surface. Experiments are done with and without using PCM in the thermal
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energy storage setup. It is found that using PCM as a second latent system in the setup helps in
lowering the undue temperature rise of the heat sink system. It is also found that the thermal
resistance between the vapor chamber and the thermal energy storage setup, the pool boiling
resistance at the heat source in the vapor chamber, the condenser resistance during heat
discharging were key parameters that affect the thermal performance. Some suggestions for
future improvements in the design to ease its implementation and enhance the heat transfer of
this novel heat sink are also presented.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Future electronic systems will involve small size, lightweight and compact components
that release very high waste heat in a pulse. Miniaturization of such systems will generate large
heat fluxes during the pulse time, which will require the development of an efficient thermal
management system.
A key design issue is the need for fast charging so as not to overheat the pulse heat
generating electronic device. In conventional passive latent heat sinks employing either thermal
energy storage (TES) using phase change materials or using the heat pipe phenomenon, the heat
transfer path comprising of heat absorption, storage and discharge each will have either high
thermal resistance or a low rate of heat transfer. For instance, a latent solid-liquid phase change
TES facility, if employed as a heat sink cannot provide for rapid heat absorption since most of
the available solid-liquid phase change materials (PCMs) have extremely low thermal
conductivities and since heat transfer occurs by diffusion. Inability of heat sink to quickly absorb
heat from the heat source would result in rapid temperature rise of the heat source material and
thus will eventually cease its functioning. This degradation of the performance of the heat source
or component being cooled will be even faster if the heat fluxes that it generates are very high.
Hence, most of the latent TES devices employing phase change materials are designed as heat
spreaders with a large size both at the heat absorption end and at the heat dissipation end. Low
thermal conductivities of phase change materials also hamper the swiftness of heat storage in
solid-liquid phase change heat storage facilities. Liquid-vapor latent phase change heat sinks like
heat pipes always have the limitations of critical heat flux of the working fluid and evaporator
dry-out at high heat fluxes.
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Suggestions were made by prior researchers to improve the rapidity of heat storage
process in solid-liquid phase change heat sinks and successful attempts have been made along
those lines. Some of them include using fins and metal [1] or graphite [2] foams along with a
phase change material (PCM) enclosed in a container or mixing thermal conductive metal
particles or adding liquid metal in the phase change material to form a colloidal suspension [1].
Of these, employing porous graphite foam to enhance the heat transfer of a TES system proved
very effective and successful [2]. Even on improving the thermal conductivity of PCMs, it is not
possible to use them for high heat flux applications owing to their inherently low latent heat
values compared to the liquid-vapor phase process, the latent heat of which is more suitable for
absorbing high heat fluxes.
This work presents the concept of a dual latent heat sink intended for low thermal duty
cycle, high heat flux electronic heat sink applications. This new heat sink design combines the
features of a vapor chamber with rapid thermal energy storage employing graphite foam inside
the heat storage facility along with phase change materials. A vapor chamber acting as a heat
spreader enables for more uniform temperature distribution along the surface of the device being
cooled while incorporating the rapid liquid-vapor phase change heat absorption feature at the
heat source. Hence, the vapor chamber feature elevates the system thermal conductivity by about
hundred to thousand times that of pure metallic copper. This feature coupled with the rapid TES
facility in the design makes this integrated system an interesting and useful one for multiple
thermal management applications. The focus of this work is to use phase change materials as a
temporary storage of waste heat for heat sink applications. The reason for storing the high heat
fluxes temporarily is to be able to reject the heat at the average level when the heat source is off.
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If heat has to be rejected in real time, the condenser has to be very large. The current design
incorporates all the attractive features like fast charging ability for moderate-to-high heat fluxes,
compactness, reliability and lightweight.
Potential application areas include, but are not limited to, temperature control of IGBTs
and MOSFETs, laser diode cooling, actuator and avionics cooling in aircraft, thermal
management of electronics in directed-energy weapon (DEW) systems and their subsystems,
smartphones cooling and battery thermal management for electric or hybrid vehicles., thus
covering a wide gamut of heat flux applications.
The following sections briefly describe the fundamentals of vapor chamber phenomenon
and thermal energy storage followed by the integration concept of vapor chamber and thermal
energy storage (VCTES) with phase change materials.

Vapor Chamber Phenomenon
A heat pipe (Figure 1) is essentially a closed tube internally lined with a porous wick
structure. The wick is saturated with a proper amount of working fluid. When a portion of the
heat pipe is exposed to heat, the fluid in the heated portion vaporizes picking up thermal energy.
It flows to the condenser portion and releases the thermal energy. Condensed fluid is returned by
capillary action in the wick back to the hotter portion.
This thermodynamic cycle continues as the thermal energy is transferred from one end to
the other. The key phenomenon that makes the heat pipe a very efficient heat transfer device is
its near isothermal operation. Heat pipes do not have a specific value for thermal conductivity
like solid materials due to the two-phase heat transfer. A heat pipe's effective thermal
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conductivity (usually 1000 W/m.K to 50000 W/m.K) will change with the amount of power
being transferred, the evaporator and condenser sizes, and the transport distance.

Figure 1: Heat pipe phenomenon [3]

Heat pipes are totally passive heat transfer systems having no moving parts, and they
require no external means of energy to operate. They can be manufactured in a number of shapes
and sizes. Their lightweight and compact size also makes them the ideal choice for spaceconstrained applications.
A vapor chamber is essentially a heat pipe but used more in the context of a heat spreader
i.e., the same device is termed as a heat pipe if its primary operation is transfer of heat from one
place to another and is termed as a vapor chamber if it is used for distributing heat from a
concentrated source over a large area. Therefore, by virtue of their application, heat pipes are
usually long with small lateral dimensions whereas vapor chambers are short with big lateral
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dimensions. One variety of heat pipes are also proposed where they are used for heat spreading
and are termed as flat heat pipes [4].
Thermal Energy Storage
For many energy technologies, storage is a crucial aspect. Energy can be stored in many
forms like classified in Figure 2.
TES can be defined as the temporary storage of high- or low-temperature energy for a
later use. Thermal energy can be stored either by elevating or lowering (as in cold TES where the
cooling capacity is stored by lowering the temperature) the temperature of a substance i.e., by
altering its sensible heat, or by changing the phase of the substance i.e., by altering its latent heat
or by a combination of the two. A prominent example of TES is solar energy storage, where the
solar energy collected and stored during day is used for future use. TES, specifically in the
current work differs from this in the sense that the energy stored here is pulsated waste heat from
a heat source that can be rejected over a long period and is not intended for future use. This
temporary storage of high-pulsated heat coupled with lethargic discharging can considerably
lower the heat sink size, which forms an attractive aspect for thermal management applications.
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ENERGY STORAGE METHODS

Mechanical Energy
Storage like in
hydrostorage, compressed
air storage and flywheels

Chemical Energy Storage
like in electrochemical
batteries and Organic
molecular storage

Biological
Storage

Magnetic
Storage

Thermal Energy Storage
as
• Sensible Heat Storage
• Latent Heat Storage

Figure 2: A classification of energy storage methods [5]

The main advantage of latent TES over sensible TES is the energy storage density (ESD),
which is comparatively more for latent heat storage systems than sensible heat storage systems
because the latent heat change is usually much higher than the sensible heat change for a given
medium, which is related to its specific heat. Latent TES offers the operational advantage of a
nearly isothermal storage and hence is a readily acceptable method for coupling with a vapor
chamber phenomenon. Latent TES systems also are more compact and light-weight over sensible
TES devices again because of more energy storage density.
Of the possible isothermal phase transitions involving absorption or release of latent heat
for TES, the most suitable ones are the solid-liquid and solid-solid [6,7] transitions. Solid-vapor
and liquid-vapor transitions (even though can involve the highest energy storage density) present
the disadvantage of very large volume changes.
Any latent heat TES system should have the following three components – a heat storage
medium (phase change material) that undergoes a phase transition within the desired operating
temperature range and the bulk of heat added is stored as latent heat, containment (encapsulation
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material) for the storage substance to prevent mixing with other working fluids in the same
system, a heat exchange substance (conducting phase change media/fluid in the vapor chamber)
for transferring heat from the heat source to the storage medium and from the latter to the heat
sink.
The most important criteria to be met by the storage material for latent TES in which the
material undergoes a solid-liquid or a solid-solid phase transition are as follows:
• High transition enthalpy per unit mass,
• Ability to fully reverse the transition,
• Adequate transition temperature,
• Chemical passivity with the vapor chamber material,
• Transition with a minimal volumetric change,
• Non-toxicity, and
• Low cost concerning the application for which it is intended for use.
Concept of Integrated Vapor Chamber – Thermal Energy Storage (VCTES) System
Figure 3 shows the concept of integrated VCTES system used as a heat sink in spray
cooling application. It consists of a solid container with a liquid-vapor phase change conducting
fluid/Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF). Columns/containers, which are adequately spaced are attached
to the top of the container and encapsulate a high thermal conductivity foam infiltrated with
phase change material for thermal energy storage.
When the heat load is on, the working fluid in the spray-cooling chamber (or any other
heat source) absorbs the heat and changes its phase from liquid to vapor and the vapor spreads in
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the VCTES container. Once the vapor contacts the cold surfaces of the columns, it condenses
and the PCM inside the columns absorbs the heat from the vapor and melts. The condensate then
drips down because of gravity. When the heat load is off, the encapsulated phase change material
(EPCM) refreezes by conducting heat laterally through the VCTES walls, which is the condenser
portion of the vapor chamber, and then the heat is discharged to the ambient. This process of
charging during heat ON time and discharging during heat OFF time repeats periodically over
the thermal duty cycle (Figure 4).
As shown in Figure 4, during the heat load OFF time, the heat flux from the heat source
may not be zero. In some applications, there may still be some very low heat flux emanating
from the source during the non-peak period/heat OFF time. Since most/all of the PCM may be in
a molten state at the end of heat ON time and has to discharge heat during the heat OFF time, it
may not be able to absorb any more heat (since most/all of it is in liquid phase). In this case, the
condenser surface can directly participate in such applications and discharge the small non-peak
period heat to the ambient. The rate of discharge can be increased by including condenser fins.
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Figure 3: Concept of integrated VCTES system (applied to a spray-cooling module)

Figure 4: Pulsated heat load diagram

A key advantage of this design comes from using liquid-vapor phase change for heat
absorption and using solid-liquid phase change as an intermediate condenser unlike most heat
sinks where either one of PCM or a heat pipe is directly used to absorb and dissipate heat. Since
liquid-vapor phase change is much faster compared to diffusion in a PCM, it is advantageous to
first absorb pulse heat from the heat source rapidly using liquid-vapor phase change and then
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transfer it to PCM. The use of PCM as a second latent heat sink helps in reducing the size of an
otherwise condenser comprising simply of a metal plate closing the vapor chamber (on thermally
opposite side of the heat source). For high heat fluxes (on the order of 500 W/cm2), the size of a
condenser plate can be very large increasing the heat sink size. An intermediate sink in the form
of PCM significantly helps in reduction of the condenser size.
The key focus of this work is to design and experimentally demonstrate that the proposed
integrated vapor chamber – thermal energy storage heat sink is practicable and has a fast
charging ability (i.e., can remove and transport pulse heat from a simulated heat source and store
the heat in phase change materials so that the heat can be rejected to air over the entire duty cycle
via heat spreading).
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Little work has been reported in open literature, which deals with an integrated vapor
chamber and thermal energy storage system. Chang et al. [8] studied a similar configuration but
comprising of axially grooved heat pipe incorporated with TES to mitigate pulse heat loads. The
one-dimensional vapor flow path was along the axis of the heat pipe as against the current study
where there will be a distribution of vapor everywhere in the vapor chamber. A three
dimensional alternating direct implicit (ADI) scheme was used to numerically simulate the
problem and EPCM was used to model TES. They found that such a configuration could be very
effective in averaging of pulsated heat loads which otherwise show adverse effects on normal
heat pipe operation.
Advanced Cooling Technologies, Inc. (ACT) has developed a high performance thermal
storage technology that combines heat pipes with proprietary materials to provide a very
effective way to acquire and store large, high heat flux thermal loads [9]. The energy storage
density (ESD) of their new materials can be over six times that of a typical PCM. The thermal
conductivity of the new materials is approximately fifty times of that of a typical PCM. The
materials are operational in a wide temperature range of -20 to 400°C. Figure 5 compares the test
results of a PCM device (pink line) and a device using the new material (blue line) for an
integrated heat pipe/TES system. The thermal conditions were the same for both devices. As
seen, the new material was able to absorb the heat load and maintain the system at a lower
temperature than the PCM. No reported numerical or detailed experimental work could be found
on the work by ACT in open literature.
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Zuo et al. [10] reported a heat pipe having a wick structure made of micro-encapsulated
phase change materials sintered together to form the wick. Their configuration is claimed to be
able to handle peak excess thermal loads in a duty cycle. Encapsulated phase change materials
that form the wick absorb the excess heat. Different variations have been mentioned such as a
one containing two heat pipes where the first heat pipe may be a conventional one and the
second contains micro-encapsulated PCM wick.

Figure 5: ACT integrated heat pipe/ TES system with a proprietary PCM for TES (blue) –
comparison with a normal PCM for TES (pink) [9]

The design of Zuo et al. and the current work are intended for similar applications but the
latter has the following advantages as a comparison:
• Compactness (especially because of the comparatively small condenser portion size),
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• Can handle high heat fluxes (> 100 W/cm2) since the heat absorption is not limited to
evaporation,
• Good heat conducting path, which implies faster charging,
• More thermal energy storage because of the presence of macro-PCM,
• The design by Zuo et al. may require more PCM to take sudden high heat loads because of
which more mass of their system is possible, and
• A lot of PCM exists on the condenser portion and so is not in direct contact with the HTF
unlike in the design of the current work.
Some of the prior attempts in dual latent heat sinks were reported in References [11-24].
In Reference [16], a heat pipe is used to transfer heat from a solar panel and then store in PCM
for temperature control of buildings. In Reference [17], a unidirectional heat pipe is coupled with
PCM lying outside of it and its key motive for using PCM is for temporary absorption of heat
during reversal environmental conditions outside the heat sink system. Reference [18] mentions
the idea of using a heat pipe to transfer heat from human body to a chunk of PCM lying outside
the heat pipe. Reference [19] discusses a concept of using of PCM as an interface between a hot
object and a heat pipe. Reference [20] proposes to use a heat pipe as an auxiliary unit for a TES
unit or in conjunction with the TES unit by its side for thermal management of electronics in a
closed housing. Reference [21] proposes to use PCMs in parallel operation with an oscillating
heat pipe to absorb heat from an electromechanical actuator. In Reference [22], PCMs are
proposed for use outside a heat pipe to store excess heat emanating from a laptop computer.
The novelty of the current concept lies in using PCM for TES inside a vapor chamber
(thereby tremendously increasing the condensation area for vapor) and thus coupling both the
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features but not in simply using TES and vapor chamber as separate entities in series or in
parallel. In some known heat sinks [10,23], that comprise PCM encapsulated spheres lying inside
a heat pipe, a good heat conducting path does not exist between PCM encapsulated spheres
(because of point-to-point contacts that exist between clusters of spheres and low thermal
conductivity of the sphere materials) during discharging. In addition, no thermal conductivity
enhancement mechanism was used in any of the prior similar attempts. Other key improvements
in the current design (that have not been attempted before) are elucidated in a detailed manner in
Chapter Three under the section on design considerations.
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CHAPTER THREE: DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION TOOL
The goal of developing a design and optimization tool is to optimize the parameters for
the selected VCTES system configuration based on design considerations to arrive at a best
possible final design that simultaneously meets the requirements of a particular application.
The following sub-section outlines the key design considerations to arrive at a final
design for the VCTES system that needs to be optimized.

Key Design Considerations
Shape of the Containers for Thermal Energy Storage
Three types of most common shapes were considered for containers encapsulating the
PCM; spherical, cylindrical and rectangular. Table 1 provides a comparison of the three shapes
for choosing the best one for TES.
From Table 1 it can be seen that, while spherical TES is available off-the-shelf [25-30]
and both spherical and cylindrical shapes provide for low heat flux requirements to the TES
(owing to their more surface area to volume ratio compared to rectangular containers), they have
a plethora of disadvantages with regards to key thermal performance parameters like heat
absorption time, thermal resistance, easiness of using foam, vapor flow resistance, heat
discharging path and in aiding the condenser performance by providing fins as extensions of the
columns themselves. Though cylindrical shape is reasonably competitive with rectangular shape,
the biggest disadvantage of using cylindrical shape for the TES containers is to have the foam cut
also in the cylindrical shape. This is hectic and expensive as commercially available graphite
foam is mostly in cuboidal shape [31]. In addition, using cylindrical foam pieces in TES will
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increase the thermal contact resistance since it is difficult to cut and match the circular contour of
foam with the inside of a cylindrical TES container. This is especially true if custom spherical
containers are intended to be made. Rectangular containers also provide for a low thermal
resistance and low charging time [32] since for the same surface area as a sphere or cylinder, a
cuboid has the least distance from its circumference/perimeter to the center. Therefore, a cuboid
is the optimum shape for TES storage containers.

Table 1: Comparison of different shapes for TES containers
Spherical

Cylindrical

a) Commercial availability

Yes

Yes

No

b) Manufacturability

Easy

Moderate

Moderate

c) Heat absorption time

High

Moderate

Low

d) Thermal resistance

High

Moderate

Low

Difficult

Moderate

Easy

High

Low

Low

No

Yes

Yes

h) Heat flux on each container

Low

Moderate

Moderate

j) Good heat discharging path

No

Moderate

Yes

e) Incorporation of foam in TES
f) Vapor flow resistance
g) Improve condenser performance
during discharging by providing
column extensions as fins

Rectangular/Cuboidal

Choice of Phase Change Material
A solid-liquid PCM is any material, which absorbs heat when it melts and releases that
heat when it solidifies. This phase change enables the PCM to act as heat storage media.
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Paraffin wax, metal hydrates, zeolites (because of their hygroscopic property), metal
hydrides and fatty acids are examples of PCMs that can be used for latent TES. Paraffins usually
change phase over a large temperature range depending on their purity. n-paraffins are generally
preferred over iso-paraffins as their solid-liquid transition occurs over a narrow temperature
range. A major problem in obtaining pure paraffins is the cost.
PCMs must satisfy the criteria of having a melting point at the required operating
temperature, a high ESD so that the overall system is compact, a high thermal conductivity and
latent heat so that charging and discharging of TES happens over a very small temperature
change and no supercooling (usually happens for zeolites and metal hydrates) during freezing
and should be chemically compatible and non-toxic. It also should be commercially available at
a low cost.
In addition to the above, an ideal PCM must have a minimal change in volume during
phase change. Volume change during phase change happens because of density difference
between solid and liquid phases and is directly related to thermal expansion of the PCM. High
thermal expansion in a constant volume container requires storing less PCM in its solid form,
which means less TES. Another consequence of large density difference between solid and liquid
phases occurs during freezing of a molten PCM. During discharging, when a PCM with large
thermal expansion coefficient releases the stored energy to solidify, it leaves huge voids because
of considerable decrease in the volume. These voids act as thermal barriers to heat conduction
and thus affect the performance of a latent TES. Efficient heat transfer and high ESD in any TES
system require thin walls for encapsulating PCM. During charging, a large void present adjacent
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to the thin wall would create a localized hot spot, leading to possible melting of the PCM
containers.
A majority of TES applications demand for isolation of PCM from the outside media,
which gave rise to the concept of “Dry PCM”. Dry PCM involves two categories – the first type
undergoes a solid-to-solid phase transition [6,7] or composites that are engineered so that the
liquid phase is not apparent, while the second type is a solid-liquid phase change material
enclosed in a capsule (usually a microcapsule [25-30]).
Microencapsulation is a process that separates a selected material from its surroundings
or the media in which it is placed. Depending on the size of the final capsule, they are termed as
“Micro-encapsulated PCM” or “Macro-encapsulated PCM”. Micro-encapsulated PCM are 50100 µm in diameter with impermeable semi-rigid shell walls of typically less than 1µm
thickness. The core PCM comprises 80-85% of the composite mass. An example for
macroencapsulated PCM is 2-4 mm sized Encapsulated Phase Change Material (EPCM)
capsules – COOLBEADS® [30], which are simply an agglomeration of micro-EPCM further
encapsulated with another outer shell.
Table 2 provides a comparison of various available phase change materials and their
features and properties. To have a reasonable benefit of using the PCM for temporary energy
storage, the sensible heat amount must be limited by limiting the temperature rise (equivalent to
a small melting range). The vapor temperature inside the vapor chamber depends on the melting
range of the PCM. Smaller melting ranges help the PCM latent heat effect compete with the TES
system sensible heat. Other than pure paraffins, most organic phase change materials have
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heating history dependent properties with a melting temperature range and undergo incongruent
melting. Some of them even exhibit supercooling tendency like inorganic salt hydrates.

Table 2: PCM comparison

Heat of Fusion
Density (kg/m3)
k (W/m.K)
Thermal Expansion
Congruent Melt
Supercooling
Melting Range
Corrosiveness
Toxicity

Organic
Paraffins

Metal / Salt
Hydrates

Fatty
Acids

220-300
800-970
~ 0.2
Medium to
Yes
No
Mostly Yes
Low
No

170-340
900-2200
0.6-1.2
Low
Mostly No
High
No
High
High

20-50
800-900
High
No
Mild
Mild

OrganicInorganic
Eutectics
200-500
1200-1800

Glucose
Isomers
185*
1500-

High
No
High

Low

Mild
Mild

No

From Table 2, it can be observed that both salt hydrates and pure paraffin waxes (with a
narrow melting range) are the potential candidates for use in the VCTES system. The right
choice of PCM depends on the conditions specific to the intended application and the selection
of HTF.

Selection of Heat Transfer Fluid
In the current heat sink design, fast heat absorption from a source is possible because of
liquid-vapor phase change of a HTF unlike in some prior heat sink designs where the TES itself
acts as the primary heat sink. Heat absorption rate would be very slow in such heat sinks because

*

Depends on the rate of heating
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of poor thermal conductivities of most of the available solid-liquid phase change materials and
because of heat transfer by conduction. Therefore, selection of a right HTF in the current heat
sink is crucial. Any liquid-vapor phase change material with a high latent heat would be the ideal
choice. Water can be used as the working fluid in the system since it has a high value of latent
heat of vaporization and will eliminate the risk of working with hazardous fluids in the vapor
chamber. It will also reduce the cost.
Optimization Tool
The VCTES system concept is optimized using a network based resistance analysis. This
simple model serves as a first design step and is not only useful in arriving at a fast prototype
design for the experiments but also useful in filtering out the most important phenomena that
need detailed numerical attention. The VCTES system operation broadly includes the following
five functioning sub-processes:
• Depending on the application, liquid-vapor phase change of the HTF on heater surface
producing vapor,
• Flow and distribution of vapor in a vapor chamber having multiple PCM encapsulated
columns/containers,
• Vertical film condensation of vapor on columns and simultaneously, the
• EPCM phase change/melting inside the columns, and
• EPCM freezing by conduction through vapor chamber walls (or column walls depending on
the selected configuration) to the condenser.
These processes can be characterized by a group of resistances signifying heat charging
and discharging modes as follows,
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R1 – liquid-vapor phase change process resistance
R2 – vapor-condensate interfacial resistance
R3 – condensate film resistance
R4 – column wall resistance (lateral direction)
R5 – PCM conduction resistance without foam
R6 – PCM conduction resistance without foam (same as R5)
R7 – vapor chamber plate conduction resistance (along the thickness in the lateral
direction)
R8 – convective resistance of the condenser
R9 – contact resistance in the air gap between column inside walls and foam
R10 – conduction resistance in the bond between column inside walls and foam
R11 – PCM conduction resistance with foam
The assumption made for this model is that at large times, all the processes can be
approximated as steady. Since the time will be a maximum at the end of charging mode, the
Fourier number will be large which implies heat conduction in any of the above processes will be
large compared to the heat stored. Therefore, the thermal energy storage can be neglected and a
resistance can be used to define the process. Similar is the case for processes during discharging
mode. In addition, at any time-instant, the system can be assumed to be in an instantaneous
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steady state. Even though this is approximate, the model with this approximation reasonably
serves as a fast design tool for experiment design purposes. Figure 6 shows the heat sink
schematic in terms of the dimensional variables. Figure 7 shows the resistance paths for the two
modes of operation of VCTES system. A single column geometry showing the dimensional
variables is shown in Figure 8. It must be noted that in defining some of the resistances, the
dimension (z+twall) is approximated as z for simplicity. This is true because of the fact in the
design that z >> twall or tc.
In the model, R1 is evaluated depending on the intended application and the mode of heat
removal at the heater surface, which can be, for example, pool boiling or spray cooling. R2 is
evaluated using the Maxwell velocity distribution for vapor from the kinetic theory of gases,
which helps in knowing the flux of molecules passing through the vapor-condensate interface.
Knowing the mass flux and latent heat, the heat flux to the interface can be evaluated and this
was used to get the interfacial resistance R2 as,

⎛
⎜ ⎛ 2σ .x.z ⎞⎛ hlv 2
R2 = ⎜ ⎜
⎟⎜⎜
−
2
σ
⎝
⎠⎝ Tsat v lv
⎜
⎝

⎞⎛ M
⎟⎜
⎟⎜ 2πR T
u sat
⎠⎝
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⎝
⎠

−1

(1)

Figure 6: VCTES schematic showing dimensional design variables

Detailed explanation of the above procedure is presented in Reference [33]. An
accommodation coefficient of 0.03 was used in the calculations, which is a typical value for
water. Knowing R2 helps in knowing whether the vapor side temperature boundary condition for
the film condensation is Tsat or if there is a temperature drop at the liquid-vapor interface because
of vapor flow.
R3 is calculated from the Nusselt theory [33] for steady laminar film condensation on a
vertical wall as follows.
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⎛ 0.79 x 4 z 3 gρ wl (ρ w l − ρ wv )k wl 3 hlv
R3 = ⎜
⎜
µ l (Tsat − Twall )
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

−0.25

(2)

All the resistances R4 to R11, except R8 are calculated assuming pure conduction and
were evaluated accordingly as per the geometry as follows.

R4 =

t wall
y
; R5 =
; R7 = t c ; R9 = t air ; R10 = t b ; R11 = y
k wall .x.z
k air .x.z
k b .x.z
k PCM .x.z
k c .x.z
k eff .x.z

k eff = k foam .(1 − ε ) + k PCM .ε

(3)

(4)

Natural convection in the melt can be neglected for PCM phase change in foams because
of a very low Rayleigh number. This is because of increased capillary effect and hence a reduced
gravity effect along with a low temperature difference between foam ligament and PCM for
graphite foams. It is shown in Reference [34] that for foams with surface area to volume ratios of
more than 1575 (m2/m3), a single temperature representative of both foam and PCM can be used.
For carbon foams, this ratio is about 20,000 (m2/m3) [35] and therefore, it is reasonable to
assume foam and PCM as one composite material and use effective properties based on foam
porosity to evaluate the conduction resistance R11.
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Figure 7: VCTES charging and discharging paths

Figure 8: Geometry of a single TES column inside VCTES heat sink
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The condenser side thermal resistance R8 is evaluated from the convective coefficient,
which in turn depends on the requirement as dictated by the condenser side heat flux.

⎛ x.z.qC
R8 = ⎜⎜
⎝ TC − Tair

qC =

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

−1

q H .D. AH
n.x.z

(5)

(6)

While finding the resistance values, a conservative approach is used wherever applicable.
Detailed flow chart for optimization of the mathematical model is shown in Figure 9.
Thermophysical properties for saturated liquid and vapor are updated whenever Psat and
Tsat are changed in the process of iterative optimization because of varying other variables. At a
point in the flow chart where σmax is checked with σy, if the condition fails, the first option would
be to change/decrease a and/or b rather than going up all the way to the top of the chart. If vapor
chamber size (a and b) reaches a practical limiting value such that the number of columns of the
size assumed in the guess set {U} does not fit in it, then the appropriate column size values in
{U} are guessed again and the optimization is repeated again. A similar methodology is
employed at the last step of optimization involving comparing r with rc and p with pc.
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Even though, a no definitive condition can be employed to stop the iterative optimization,
the assumed/provided critical values of ∆TcVC, rc, pc and a reasonable value of mtot would break
the flow-chart to arrive at a design. It must be noted that higher the value of p, higher is the latent
advantage in the heat sink design and hence higher storage densities. High value of r makes sure
that almost all the PCM present in the system gets used in storing heat. Large amounts of unused
PCM does not contribute to the latent advantage of the heat sink but results in increasing the
mass. Therefore, it is very important to achieve a balance between high p and high r in the
system. It is very tempting to lower the parasitic mass of the heat sink by choosing very thin
plates that make up the vapor chamber setup. However, it must be remembered that this leads to
undesirable stress and deflection of the plates. If the stress developed in the plates that make up
the heat sink exceeds the maximum value that the material with which they are made up of can
take, then the plates fail. The reason for the plates to develop stress is high internal pressures
desired in the chamber for the working fluid (working fluid at high pressures will have higher
heat absorption capacity). Therefore, the failure of the plates will be under tension because of
high internal pressures in the chamber. This shows the importance of including the stress and
deflection analysis in the optimization flow-chart of Figure 9. The result set {V} consists of all
the output terms of Figure 9 and is shown later in Table 3.
In Figure 9, the variable and property data set U is first assumed and is defined as,

{U} = [x, y, z, n, Tv, TPCM, ∆TcVC, rc, pc, vapor chamber material, column material, foam
material and PCM]

(7)
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and qcolf is calculated as,

(Tsat − TPCM )
⎤ 1
⎡
q colf = ⎢
⎥.
⎣ R 2 + R3 + R 4 + R10 + R11⎦ x.z

(8)

The parameter qcolf verifies whether a TES column is capable of absorbing the heat flux
based on the surface area ratio between itself and the heater surface. If qcolf is less than qi, it
implies that the thermal resistance in transferring heat from the vapor to the TES container is
large for the design and therefore, the container cannot absorb the heat that it is desired, qi, to
absorb. In that case, the design parameters need to be modified.
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Figure 9: Flow-chart for iterative optimization of the VCTES heat sink
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For illustration purposes, a heat source in an example application with a D of 0.05,
generating a pulse load of 500 W/cm2 over an area of 100 cm2 has been considered. The surface
temperature in this particular application is assumed to be constrained to lie always between 100
0

C and 135 0C.
The preliminary mathematical model is used to optimize and arrive at a best

configuration for an example heat sink for the considered application and is assumed to have to
meet the following criteria simultaneously.
• Critical temperature difference between vapor and condenser (∆TcVC) = 100C
• Critical value for the ratio of used PCM mass to the total PCM mass (rc) = 90%
• Critical value for the ratio of total PCM mass to total VCTES mass (pc) = 45%
• Low heat flux on the condenser portion
• Environment safe operation
• Fast charging ability
Possible solutions to meet the design criteria of an example heat sink
• Minimum possible ∆TVC ensures a narrow temperature range of operation of the VCTES
system, which is very important. This is possible by choosing a PCM with as narrow a melting
range as possible and decreasing the values of all the resistances during charging and
discharging, which in turn is possible by any or some of the following methods:
i.

Keeping the same number of columns, increasing the column height and hence
increasing the surface area of each column thereby decreasing the heat flux on each
column during charging. But this increases the overall size and mass of the VCTES
system. This also increases the used PCM amount and decreases resistance R8.
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ii.

Keeping the same height and amount of PCM, increasing the length of each column
decreases the width thereby decreasing the resistance R11 in foam filled PCM portion
of each column. This also decreases the resistance R8.

iii.

Keeping the same size for columns, increasing the number of columns n thereby
decreasing the heat flux during charging. However, this increases the overall mass mtot
of the VCTES system.

• Though it is good for the VCTES system to have a high PCM mass to the VCTES system
mass ratio, it is not appropriate to increase the amount of unused PCM just to increase this
ratio. It is important to minimize the amount of excess PCM. Therefore, to achieve an r ≥ rc is
important and this can be done by decreasing the TES size, which in turn affects all the
resistances and mass.
• Having a minimum possible heat flux on the condenser portion of the VCTES system is
crucial during discharging mode. A lousy condenser may not dissipate the heat to ambient
within the low/no-heat-load time. Because of this, the inside temperatures may increase and
the VCTES system may not be ready for the next pulse of the cycle. The heat flux on the
condenser can be decreased by increasing its surface area either by increasing the length or
height of TES containers both of which increases the mass. Depending on the application if
heat flux on the condenser turns out to be very high, fins can be provided on the condenser,
which can simply be protrusions of columns inside the vapor chamber.
• Accidental leakage of hazardous vapor chamber fluids can be environmentally unsafe and so
water is chosen as the HTF for this example heat sink.
• Since the duty cycle for the example heat sink is low, fast charging is crucial. This can be
achieved by minimizing the resistances R1 to R4, R10 and R11.
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Optimized Results
Based on the above constraints, the developed VCTES design and optimization tool was
run for multiple times by varying the values of column width, length and height. The results are
shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5. For all the runs, the vapor chamber and column material was
assumed as Titanium, the bond material (to bond foam to column inside surface) as S-bond®
[36] and the PCM as pure POLYWAX® 1000 [37].
From the result set, an optimized case was chosen, which simultaneously satisfies the
design criteria considered. For this optimization, since most of the guess values in the set {U}
are fixed by virtue of the assumed application, the only variable will be column size (x, y, z).
Even the column number was fixed apriori. Changing y such that there is always a minimum
amount of PCM present in the system to absorb the heat generated will give values for x and z
for each case. It can be observed from Figure 10 that y = 20 mm is an optimum value for the
width of the TES units since ∆TVC for this case lies below ∆TcVC and it satisfies all the other
design criteria considered. The dimensions for the VCTES heat sink are shown in Table 3. Table
4 shows the thermal resistances during charging and discharging modes for the heat sink of
Table 3 and Table 5 shows some parameters of the result set {V}. A parallel optimization was
done assuming the columns as cylindrical and observed that by changing the column shape from
cylindrical to rectangular; keeping all other parameters the same, there is scope for decreasing
the unused PCM mass and even ∆TVC. It can also be observed from Table 3, the importance of
using foam inside columns and using a thermal conductive bond between foam and column
inside surface (which is otherwise occupied by air or PCM or both).
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Figure 10: Selection of optimized case for an example heat sink

Table 3: Example VCTES heat sink optimized design parameters
Parameter
a (m)
b (m)
tc (mm)
N
x (m)
z (m)
y (mm)
twall (mm)
qi (W/cm2)
qcolf (W/cm2)
Tsat (K)
Psat (atm)
TC (K)
qC (W/cm2)
∆TVPCM (K)
∆TPCMC (K)
tp (s)

Value
1.006
1.001
0.4
2
1
1
20
0.4
2.5
2.5
393
1.95
385.9
0.1
6.9
0.1
140
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Table 4: Thermal resistances of the example VCTES heat sink
Resistance
R1 (K/kW)
R2 (K/kW)
R3 (K/kW)
R4 (K/kW)
R5 (K/kW)
R8 (K/kW)
R9 (K/kW)
R10 (K/kW)
R11 (K/kW)

Value
0.34
0
0.1
0.03
133
79
1
0
0.15

Table 5: Key parameter values of the result set {V}
Key Result
∆TVC (K)
mPCM (kg)
Vtot (m3)
mtot (kg)
R
P
Q (MJ)
Qv (MJ/m3)
Qm (kJ/kg)

Value
7
27
0.072
57.5
97.5
47
7
97
122

Discussion
From the results, it can be observed that during charging mode, the dominant resistance
to heat transfer is from the PCM (R5) unless there is foam. With the presence of foam, R2 can be
neglected compared to R1, R2, R3 and R11. High value of R9 suggests that it is essential to use a
thermal conductive bond to attach foam to the column inner walls. During the discharging mode,
the dominant resistances are again R6 and R8 unless there are foam and bond and the conclusion
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is same as the charging mode. With the presence of foam, all the resistances can be neglected
compared to R8. These observations provide good support to the intuitive design features
assumed. A point of interest that needs to be mentioned is that, with such low resistance values,
the selection of a highly thermal conductive material for the vapor chamber and column plates
becomes unimportant. This was verified by using Copper as the material everywhere. It was
found that copper increases the weight but does not help in significantly reducing the ∆TVC.
To execute the step in the flow-chart where the design is checked for structural failure, a
two dimensional model of the VCTES heat sink is analyzed for stress using a commercial FEM
package COMSOL® [38]. The results showed that a σmax of 16 MPa would be developed at the
column and vapor chamber wall interface, which is much below the tensile yield strength of pure
Titanium or any of its alloys. The stress developed in graphite foam is found to be less than 2
MPa (compressive strength of Pocofoam® [39]) and so foam does not fail/crumble. The
maximum deflection of the column walls is found to be 8.3 µm and is a very low number
compared to the TES lateral dimension y. As assumed before, TES columns are able to provide
support to the vapor chamber plates and foam was able to support the TES column plates.
In addition to providing scope for a quick design, the order of magnitude analysis of the
resistances in the design tool helps in isolating the key processes of VCTES heat sink operation
that require detailed numerical attention. For example, from Table 3 it can be inferred that film
condensation on the outside of a column wall coupled with simultaneous phase change of PCM
in foam inside the column is a crucial hindrance for fast charging. During discharging, the heat
dissipation to ambient causes a delay.
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The design described in Table 3 has a volumetric latent heat storage capacity of 97
MJ/m3. This was possible because of assuming an isothermal melting point for PCM. If PCM
melting range is considered (900C to 1200C for POLYWAX® 1000) and if VCTES system
operates within the melting range of the PCM, then Q and hence the volumetric heat storage,
both reduce. The effect of operating within the PCM melting range on the volumetric heat
storage capability as applicable to the current optimized design is shown in Figure 11. It can be
seen that for PCM with a melting range, volumetric heat storage capacity is proportional to the
operating temperature range of the heat sink within the melting range of the PCM. This is
because; the wider the operating temperature range within the melting range of a PCM, more is
the latent heat effect, which accounts for more volumetric storage.
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Figure 11: Volumetric heat storage capacity vs. operating temperature range of VCTES system
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Prototype design for the experiment
For experimental demonstration of the key objectives of this work i.e., to demonstrate
that the VCTES heat sink is practicable and that the temporary use of PCMs can arrest the undue
rise in vapor temperature, a reduced size prototype version of the optimized VCTES was
selected. This eliminates the huge costs associated with material, fabrication and testing of a 1 m
X 1 m heat sink (as mentioned in Table 3) but still captures the required physics qualitatively to
show that the key objectives have been met.
For this purpose, two experiment versions were first considered and their performance
parameters were compared to pick the best design. As discussed earlier, because of the wide
melting range of the available PCM sample, the volumetric storage for the heat sink will be low.
It should be additionally observed that, as the heat sink size goes down, the ratio of PCM mass to
the parasitic mass decreases. This coupled with the wide melting range effect of the PCM
significantly lowers the effect of PCM latent heat. However, to achieve the most important
objective of this work, it is enough to show the effect of the presence of PCM in the heat sink
qualitatively and so less consideration was given to the values of storage density, heat flux
absorption capability and actual temperature rise of an ideal heat sink of Table 3.
Figures 25 and 26 show the two versions of the experiment designs. With a view to
reduce the parasitic mass of the columns, the number of columns in the design 1 (Figure 12) was
decreased to one in design 2 (Figure 13). The developed thermo-mechanical resistance model
was used to optimize the designs for both the versions. Tables 6 and 7 show the results. It was
found that design 2 with one column has a bigger overall charging resistance compared to design
1. This is because of a higher heat flux at the column surface (5 W/cm2) for design 2 (since
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design 2 with one column has less surface area for heat distribution compared to design 1 with
four columns for which the heat flux at each column face is only 2.4 W/cm2). In addition to this,
design 2 has higher film condensation resistance because of condensation below a flat condenser
plate as against film condensation on a vertical wall for which the heat transfer coefficient is
about three times higher than in the former case. It can also be observed from Tables 6 and 7 that
design 2 has a higher PCM thermal resistance because heat has to penetrate the full width of the
foam to melt the PCM completely as against half-width in design 1 (because of symmetry).
Since the key objective of this effort is to demonstrate fast charging with a narrow
temperature operation, other advantages of the design 2 like less weight and a high specific heat
storage capacity were ignored during comparison. Therefore, design 1 was chosen to perform the
experiments.

Figure 12: VCTES experiment design version 1
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Figure 13: VCTES experiment design version 2

Table 6: Results for VCTES design version 1 (Column and Top Plate Material – Cu)
Parameter
VC length (m)
VC breadth (m)
VC wall thickness (mm)
Number of columns
Column length (mm)
Column height (mm)
Column width (mm)
Column wall thickness (mm)
Pulse heat time (s)
Total mass of PCM (gm)
Total mass of VCTES (gm)
p = Mass of (PCM / VCTES)%
Total latent heat storage (kJ)
Latent storage density (kJ/kg)

Value
0.14
0.12
7.6
4
50.8
25.4
12.7
1.6
16 or 32
35
1600
2.2
4.7
2.9

Table 7: Results for VCTES design version 2 (Column and Top Plate Material – Ti)
Parameter
VC length (m)
VC breadth (m)
VC wall thickness (mm)
Number of columns
Column length (mm)
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Value
0.14
0.12
7.6
1
86.4

Column height (mm)
Column width (mm)
Column wall thickness (mm)
Pulse heat time (s)
Total mass of PCM (gm)
Total mass of VCTES (gm)
p = Mass of (PCM / VCTES)%
Total latent heat storage (kJ)
Latent storage density (kJ/kg)

58.4
10.2
0.5
16 or 32
31
1000
3
4.3
4.3

Similar to the discussion concerning Figure 3, design 1 of Table 6 also suffers from the
wide melting range of PCM. This can be illustrated using Figure 14. In Figure 14, x-axis is the
PCM melting range (Tmr) and y-axis is the ratio (R) of PCM latent heat storage to the total
thermal energy storage (TES) of the column during PCM melting. From the figure, it is clear that
smaller melting ranges help the PCM latent heat effect compete with the system sensible heat (R
= 1 is the ideal case of PCM with a single melting point where all the TES happens as latent heat
storage of PCM). With a melting range of 30 0C, it can be seen that the latent heat of PCM is not
even half of the system TES. This is because of the distribution of the latent heat over a melting
range causing a reduction in its peak value, which gives rise to the undesirable combination of
reduced latent effect and wide operating temperature range. Therefore, the effect of PCM will be
more evident if a pure PCM is used.
The key objective of the experiment is to be able to hold the vapor temperature inside the
chamber to within 3 to 5 0C during the charging time. This can be achieved only if the melting
range of the PCM is as small as possible and the PCM has a latent heat of above 200 J/g.
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Figure 14: PCM latent heat advantage (R = (PCM latent heat storage)/(total TES during
melting)) vs. PCM melting range (Tmr in 0C)
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CHAPTER FOUR: NUMERICAL MODEL
The VCTES sink system thermal operation is characterized by the following three
processes namely,
• Heat Acquisition (by liquid-vapor phase change inside the vapor chamber)
• Heat Storage (by vapor flow followed by film condensation on containers with simultaneous
phase change of a PCM inside those containers) and,
• Heat Rejection (by discharging through the condenser surface of the vapor chamber).
Of these, the most important process is the heat storage or more precisely, the swift
temporary storage of waste heat using encapsulated phase change materials in a conductive
medium. It is because of this rapid temporary thermal energy storage that this heat sink can be
designed for an average heat load rather than for pulsed heat loads. However, as most of the
available phase change materials have very low thermal conductivities, the heat storage path
evolves as the maximum heat resistance path in heat sinks employing thermal energy storage.
But the key feature that enables for a fast heat storage mechanism in this heat sink is a coupled or
conjugate heat transfer phenomenon wherein the vapor carries heat from the source and
condenses on the outside of thermal energy storage containers and the heat is simultaneously
absorbed by phase change materials encapsulated inside those containers in a highly thermally
conductive porous graphite foam. Hence, the key focus of this chapter is to numerically analyze
the key phenomenon of heat storage as specific to the above-mentioned heat sink.
Most thermal energy storage modeling until date focused only on the heat absorption
process with a constant temperature or constant heat flux condition imposed on the surrounding
boundary/encapsulation. This kind of analysis can produce different conclusions compared to
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actual situation in the integrated VCTES heat sink, where the wall boundary condition for the
PCM melting comes from film condensation of vapor on the outer surface of container walls.
There is no available literature until date that focused on the conjugate heat transfer
problem of transient laminar film condensation coupled with encapsulated PCM melting in
porous graphite foams. Only limited attention was focused on the numerical analysis of
conjugate transient heat transfer problem of condensation and melting. Contreras and Thorsen
[40] were probably the first to analytically study the transient condensation of a saturated vapor
on a solid of same chemical composition coupled with melting of the same solid. They ignored
the inertia terms in the momentum equation but included the convective terms in the energy
equation and obtained an integral solution using a quadratic temperature profile. Galamba and
Dhir [41-43] numerically analyzed the problem of transient condensation of saturated vapor on
both normal [41] and subcooled [42] vertical solid walls whose melting temperatures were less
than the vapor saturation temperature. The condensing fluid and the melting wall material were
assumed immiscible. They used both analytical and numerical techniques for solving the
governing equations, which ignored inertia terms in the momentum equation and convective
terms in the energy equation. The melt layer physics is treated in a similar way as the condensate
film using analogous parameters for melt layer thickness and steady-state time as for film
condensation. This kind of treatment for melting does not hold good if melting occurs in porous
media like foams, especially in most metal and graphite foams where the pore size is in the order
of a few tens to hundreds of microns. The small pore size in foams will provide a capillary effect
and lower the effect of gravity. In addition, it was shown in Reference [34] that there would be
practically a minimal temperature difference between the ligaments of foam and PCM in the
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pores if the surface area to volume ratio A/V for the foam were more than 1575 m2/m3. For
graphite foams, A/V is typically of the order of 20,000 (m2/m3) [35]. These conditions specific to
graphite foams will provide a Rayleigh number smaller than the critical value for natural
convection in the melt to become significant. Hence, the PCM melting in graphite foams must be
modeled as transient conduction dominated moving melt front problem. Further, the
encapsulation of PCM in containers induces wall effects that were not included in any of the
prior related work. Chen and Chang [44] studied an analogous conjugate problem of laminar film
condensation and natural convection on opposite sides of a vertical wall and included the effect
of wall thermal resistance. Char and Lin [45] extended the problem by considering the two media
separated by the wall as porous. Both References [44] and [45] were steady state analyses.
Hence, it forms an interesting aspect to numerically solve and understand the transient
problem of laminar film condensation coupled with encapsulated solid-liquid PCM phase change
inside graphite foam. This would help in better understanding and identifying important
parameters that govern the rapidity and efficiency of such temporary heat storage mechanisms in
future as in the current VCTES system.
Individual numerical models for PCM melting inside graphite foam and film
condensation on the outside of PCM encapsulating containers are given below. Coupling of the
two models using heat conduction within the TES container walls is also mentioned.

Encapsulated PCM phase change in a high thermally conductive porous graphite foam
The phase change process of PCM in highly thermally conductive porous graphite foam
is solved as a nonlinear transient moving boundary problem. It was observed that the twotemperature model [46] as observed in metal foams could be solved as a one-temperature model
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[34] in graphite foams owing to the large A/V ratio in graphite foams. The reason for this is
explained below.
The actual mode of heat transfer to the PCM in a pore can be assumed as three
dimensional through conduction in the foam ligaments. This assumption is equivalent to opening
up a cuboid (a hollow rectangular fin) lying in a three dimensional Cartesian coordinate system
into a surface (fin) lying in a two-dimensional coordinate system and assuming that the PCM lies
above this fin with a uniform thickness. However, when the surface is closed back to form a
cuboid, there will be overlapping of PCM volumes. So a two-dimensional model provides for
lesser foam surface area for PCM phase change compared to a cuboid fin model. However, this
increase in foam surface area in the cuboid fin model can be alternately captured in the twodimensional fin model by increasing the number of fins per unit inch. On increasing N above 20,
it was shown in Reference [34] that the PCM phase change in porous foams could be modeled
using a one-temperature model. This is also true because of a very low heat flux at the pore level
when N is a large number. Therefore, it is accurate enough to use a two-dimensional onetemperature model to simulate phase change in foams with high N. While N = 20 corresponds to
a surface area to volume ratio of 1575 (m2/m3) in Reference [34], Pocofoam® with a typical
surface area to volume ratio of 20,000 (m2/m3) [35] leads to a value of N much greater than 20.
Therefore, a single temperature representative of both the foam and PCM temperatures can be
used in the numerical modeling.
Another interesting feature to be noted with respect to heat transfer in graphite foams
filled with a PCM is that the heat transfer occurs in series from the column (TES unit) wall to the
column center rather than in a lumped manner in all the foam ligaments first and then in parallel
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paths in all the pores. This can be better explained by considering an equivalent Biot number (Bi)
as given by Equation 14 of Lee and Vafai [47].

Bi =

hint γa s W 2
4k fe

(9)

γ = 1 for parallel plate / rectangular configurations [47].
For Pocofoam® enclosed in a container as shown in Figure 12, as = 20,000, W/2 = 0.0064
(refer design 1 of Chapter Three), and kfe = 135 [39] units.
hint can be found from the pore Nusselt number as,

Nup = (hint.dp/kPCM)

(10)

where dp = 350 micrometers for Pocofoam® and kPCM can be assumed as 0.2 W/m.K
(representative of most paraffin waxes). Nup can be assumed as 2 [48] by approximating the
shape of the PCM interacting with the solid foam as spheres surrounded by Pocofoam®. This
gives, hint = 1143 W/m2.K.
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Using the above values in Equation 9, we get Bi ~ 7. With a Bi >> 0.1, it is clear that the
conduction resistance in the foam ligaments is much higher compared to the convective heat
transfer resistance at the interface of the foam ligaments and PCM, which implies the
temperature gradient inside foam ligaments cannot be ignored. Hence, the heat transfer occurs in
series from the container wall to the container center portion rather than in the foam ligaments
first followed by parallel paths in all the pores.
As far as the effect of film condensation on the dimensions of the phase change problem
is concerned, it must be noted that the column wall temperature will have a variation along the
height and the temperature drop across the film in the cross-stream direction will be about the
same or even more compared to the temperature drop in the PCM filling the foam. Therefore, the
heat transfer in PCM will be two-dimensional.
Based on the above conclusions, the model then collapses to solving a phase change
problem in the Y-Z plane of the TES column (Figure 15) by considering the effective
thermophysical properties of the foam-PCM composite based on the foam porosity. A fixed grid
heat capacity formulation [49-51] is used to model this problem. Enthalpy models [52-55] for
phase change are attractive in the sense they do not require explicit tracking of the phase change
interface unlike in the heat capacity methods. Nevertheless, whereas the heat capacity method
provides explicit temperature field in the phase change domain, the temperature field in an
enthalpy model has to be implicitly evaluated using the enthalpy-temperature correlation. In
addition, liquid fraction field is imbibed in the temperature field in the enthalpy models. It has
been traditionally observed that for phase change problems with a melting range and for
conjugate heat transfer problems involving adjacent walls, heat capacity method performs better
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[51]. Therefore, an easy-to-implement modified effective heat capacity method is used for the
current simulation.

Figure 15: Schematic of the TES unit considered for numerical simulation

The mathematical model is described below and includes the following assumptions:
i.

The effects of natural convection within the molten PCM can be ignored as explained
earlier. Therefore, the phase change process is conduction dominated.

ii.

Temperature gradients in the X-direction can be ignored owing to symmetry of the
boundary conditions with respect to that direction. This can be justified since the Xdirection boundary conditions for the phase change inside the column come from the
condensing film on the outside of the column and the condensate thickness does not
vary along the X-direction at any time during the TES unit charging process.
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iii.

Thermal conductivity of PCM is different for solid and liquid phases but independent of
temperature in any one phase. This assumption is reasonable especially for heavy
paraffin waxes (number of carbon atoms > 30) as the one assumed in the current work.
Paradela et al. [56] exclusively modeled the thermal conductivities of paraffins that are
primarily used for TES. From Equation 9 and Table I in Reference [56], it can be seen
that the first and second order temperature coefficients for most paraffins are very small
compared to their zero order coefficient. In addition, it can be observed that as the value
of number of carbon atoms increases, the first and second order temperature
coefficients decrease.

iv.

Density of PCM is different for solid and liquid phases but independent of temperature
in any one phase.

v.

PCM is homogeneous and isotropic and has no property degradation with time.

vi.

During refreezing of PCM, voids will be created due to a decrease in PCM volume.
These voids will be distributed non-uniformly and create a high thermal resistance path
to heat transfer. Initiation and growth of such shrinkage voids was thermodynamically
studied in detail by Sulfredge et al. [57]. They found that the number and pattern of
nucleation centers available for liquid during solidification is a key factor that
determines the void arrangement. Techniques such as promoting artificial nucleation
sites were also suggested as possible means of dispersing the voids. Using foam
provides such nucleation centers for molten PCM, which makes the voids uniformly
distributed and thus enhances the conducting path. As far as void formation near the
interface of PCM and foam composite and copper wall is concerned, a good contact
between the wall and foam ligaments will mitigate the effect of a small void since heat
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transfer to the PCM happens by first penetrating from the wall into the foam and then
into PCM. If a high thermal conductive epoxy/bond is used to join copper and foam, it
can be assumed that there will be a minimum contact resistance at the interface because
of void formation. Hence, void formation effects are neglected in the numerical
simulation.
For conduction controlled PCM phase change, the transient energy equation in Cartesian
coordinate system in general is given by,

c p (T )

∂T ( x, y, z, t )
k
= ∇.( ∇T ( x, y, z , t ))
∂t
ρ

(11)

Since graphite foams exhibit anisotropic thermal conductivity, the numerical model
includes the same by defining a two-dimensional tensor for k as follows:

[k ] = ⎡⎢

k yy
⎣0

0⎤
k zz ⎥⎦

As applied to a column as shown in Figure 12, the energy equation then becomes,
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(12)

c p (T )

∂T ( y, z , t ) ⎛
∂ 2 T ( y, z, t )
∂ 2 T ( y, z, t ) ⎞ 1
⎟⎟
k
= ⎜⎜ k yy
+
zz
∂t
∂y 2
∂z 2
⎝
⎠ρ

(13)

Since melting range is a usual characteristic of paraffin waxes and since they are used in
the VCTES experiments of the current work (described in Chapter Five), the specific heat is
defined as shown in Equation 14.

⎧
εc ps + (1 − ε )c pf ; T < Tm − (δT / 2)
⎪
c p (T ) = ⎨ε (c pm ) + (1 − ε )c pf ; Tm − (δT / 2) ≤ T ≤ Tm + (δT / 2)
⎪
εc pl + (1 − ε )c pf ; T > Tm + (δT / 2)
⎩

(14)

During melting of PCM, the specific heat is modeled as given in Reference [58].

c pm =

hsf

δT

ρ in Equation 13 is given by Equation 16.
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(15)

ερs + (1 − ε ) ρ f ; T < Tm − (δT / 2)
⎧
⎪⎪ ⎛ ρ + ρ ⎞
l
ρ = ⎨ε ⎜ s
⎟ + (1 − ε ) ρ f ; Tm − (δT / 2) ≤ T ≤ Tm + (δT / 2)
2
⎝
⎠
⎪
ερl + (1 − ε ) ρ f ; T > Tm + (δT / 2)
⎪⎩

(16)

kzz is defined similarly as in Equation 17.

εk s + (1 − ε )k fy ; T < Tm − (δT / 2)
⎧
⎪⎪ ⎛ k + k ⎞
k yy = ⎨ε ⎜ s l ⎟ + (1 − ε )k fy ; Tm − (δT / 2) ≤ T ≤ Tm + (δT / 2)
⎪ ⎝ 2 ⎠
εkl + (1 − ε )k fy ; T > Tm + (δT / 2)
⎪⎩

(17)

Laminar film condensation on a flat vertical surface
Analysis of laminar transient film condensation on a vertical plate was done by Sparrow
and Siegel [59], Reed et al. [60] and Chung [61]. It was shown in References [59] and [60] that
the transient problem could be treated as quasi-steady provided Ja and Ja/Pr are both << 1. This
implies that the temperature profile is linear and the velocity profile is parabolic.
It must be noted that in Reference [60], it was shown that the above condition on Ja and
Ja/Pr holds good for water under atmospheric conditions, while the actual conditions in VCTES
need not be usually atmospheric (refer Chapter Three). In addition, Ja depends on the
temperature difference across the liquid film, which differs from case to case. Hence, appropriate
values for thermophysical properties of water for conditions in the vapor chamber (Psat of
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approximately 2 atm; refer Chapter Five) were used to evaluate Ja and Pr for application to the
current problem under consideration. Since the film thickness will be small, the temperature
difference across the film will be small (~ 1 K). It was found that Ja = 0.0019 and Ja/Pr =
0.0014. Even for a temperature difference across the film of 10 K (which is usually unlikely), Ja
and Pr are 0.019 and 0.014, respectively with both much smaller than unity. Therefore, a quasisteady approach can be used.
The film thickness in any given time-step can be reasonably approximated using
Equation 18 as shown below, where the variation in the wall temperature in the column height
direction is also included.

L
⎡
⎤
4
k
µ
⎢ c c ∫ (Tv − Twall ( z , t ))dz ⎥
0
⎥
δ ( z, t ) = ⎢
⎢
⎥
hlv g ( ρc − ρv ) ρc
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦

0.25

(18)

Heat conduction in the solid wall encapsulating the PCM
A two-dimensional energy equation in Cartesian coordinates is solved in the solid wall as
shown in Equation 19.

c pw

∂T w ( y , z , t ) ⎛ ∂ 2 T w ( y , z , t ) ∂ 2 T w ( y , z , t ) ⎞ k w
⎟
= ⎜⎜
+
⎟ρ
∂t
∂y 2
∂z 2
⎝
⎠ w
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(19)

Initial Condition:

Tw(y,z,0) = T0

(20)

Boundary Conditions:

q.n = 0 on boundary 4
T(0,z,t) = Twall(z,t) on boundary 1

(21)

Numerical coupling
In the numerical problem, coupling is required at two junctions, between condensing film
and the column outer wall (boundary 1 in Figure 15) and between the column inner wall
(boundary 2 in Figure 15) and the composite region of graphite foam and PCM. Coupling is done
using the temperature and heat flux continuity at both the interfaces.
The assumptions made for the numerical coupling are:
i.

The vapor temperature ’Tv’ is a constant. This was assumed because the goal of this
simulation is to approximately model and qualitatively study the use of having a heat
storage mechanism in the heat sink system.
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ii.

The heat transfer coefficients for heat removal on the column boundaries 6 and 7
(Figure 15) were chosen to be 50 W/m2K and 5 W/m2K for column outside and inside
faces respectively assuming the modes of heat removal from those faces as forced and
natural convection respectively [48]. This is reasonable since forced convection can
only be used on the outside surfaces of columns and not on the inside surfaces as shown
in Figure 15.
The following solution procedure is implemented in each time-step:

i.

Solve the PCM and graphite foam composite phase change problem.

ii.

Solve for δ(z,t).

iii.

Get Twall(z,t) using temperature and heat flux continuity at the column wall and
condensate interface.

iv.

Go to the next time-step.

v.

Repeat steps 1 through 4 until the end of the VCTES charging period.
Finite element method is used to solve the above system of equations. A commercial

finite element code, COMSOL® along with MATLAB® [62] is used and user-defined modules
for solving PCM phase change in graphite foam and condensate film thickness are incorporated.
Results and Discussion
The PCM phase change model is first verified with one of the experimental results as
described in Reference [63], wherein, a cylindrical copper block was attached to a cylindrical
piece of POCO graphite foam. The copper block was made to act as a heat source by using an
external heater attached to its top surface. The entire assembly was then immersed into a Teflon
enclosure serving as thermal insulation. The graphite foam was a priori filled with paraffin wax.
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Schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 16. Experiments were performed for different heat
inputs and the transient temperature distribution of the PCM at the locations 2, 3, 4 of the foam
and PCM composite are plotted in Figure 8 of Reference [63]. A case where the heat input was
11.63 W is selected to validate the current model. The same setup and boundary conditions are
implemented and the thermocouple locations 2, 3, 4 are picked to be exactly at the same
locations as described in Reference [63] and bear the same numbering. For a better comparison,
the results are overlapped onto Figure 8 in Reference [63] and are shown in Figure 17. It can be
observed that the results of the current model with assumptions mostly overlapped those in
Figure 8 of Reference [63] and so can reasonably simulate PCM phase change in graphite foams.
Since in Reference [63], individual details of thermophysical properties of PCM, foam and heat
transfer coefficient for natural convection were not mentioned, typical values for those as
mentioned in literature were taken (5 W/m2K for the heat transfer coefficient [48]).
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Figure 16: Schematic of thermal protection cell as given in Reference [63] with thermocouple
locations

Figure 17: Comparison of current model with experimental results of Reference [63]
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The dimensions of the TES columns as designed for experiments (refer Chapter Three); L
~ 0.023 m, W ~ 0.01 m and tw ~ 0.00163 m, and the same material (copper) are used for current
numerical simulation.
The PCM is assumed as POLYWAX® 1000 and the DSC curve for the PCM is shown in
Figure 18. The following thermophysical properties are used in the numerical simulation: cps =
2900 J/kg.K, cpl = 3500 J/kg.K, hsf = 266 kJ/kg, ρs = 970 kg/m3 and ρl = 900 kg/m3. Since,
thermal conductivities of solid and liquid phases of the wax are not known/measured, typical
values of thermal conductivities (ks = 0.20 W/m.K, kl = 0.18 W/m.K) available in literature for
most paraffin waxes are used. It must be noted that small inaccuracies in the thermal
conductivity values of PCM does not affect the results as the foam conductivity dominates the
negligible PCM conductivity in any phase. Corresponding thermophysical property values for
graphite foam are taken as cpf = 1730 J/kg.K, ρf = 2200 J/kg.K, kfy = 135 W/m.K (out-of-plane)
and kfz = 45 W/m.K (in-plane). The porosity for graphite foam is taken as 0.75.
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Figure 18: DSC curve of PCM

The chosen PCM has a wide range of melting and so to use the latent heat of PCM
effectively by simultaneously not sacrificing the narrow temperature operation of the device, an
operating temperature range within the melting range of PCM is chosen where the latent heat is a
maximum. Figure 19 shows the heat of fusion against the operating temperature range starting
from a specific temperature and is obtained from Figure 18 by integrating the DSC curve over an
operating range to obtain the area and hence the heat of fusion for that range of temperature. For
example, if an operating range of 10 0C is chosen, then there will be multiple options within the
melting range (363 K – 393 K) but only one of them corresponds to a maximum heat of fusion.
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The best ranges of operation for all the possibilities are chosen from Figure 19 and are shown in
Table 8, where T1 and T2 are the starting and ending points respectively of the operating
temperature range Tor and δhfs is the heat of fusion within that range. An operating range of 8 K
from 380 K to 388 K is chosen, where the latent heat is, hsfo = 138 kJ/kg.
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Figure 19: Heat of fusion vs. operating temperature range starting from an initial temperature

Table 8: Best operating temperature ranges for POLYWAX® 1000 within melting range
T1 (0C)
90
98
100

T2 (0C)
120
116
117

Tor (0C)
30
18
17

60

∆hfs
266
222
218

100
101
101
102
102
103
104
105
105
106
107
107
108
108
109
109
109
113

116
117
116
117
116
116
116
116
115
116
116
115
116
115
115
114
113
116

16
16
15
15
14
13
12
11
10
10
9
8
8
7
6
5
4
3

210
210
203
203
197
189
180
170
160
160
150
138
138
126
113
94
69
55

Based on the above, cpm is redefined for this particular simulation as,

c pm =

hsfo

δTo

(22)

Default unstructured meshing option available in the software program was used to mesh
the geometry. This avoided the matching constraints on the node number on different length
boundaries that needed to be taken care of during manual structured meshing. Three unstructured
meshes consisting of 13404, 53616 and 214464 triangular elements were used to perform grid
independency check on the final solution. The minimum mesh element quality was 0.62 and the
average mesh quality was more than 0.8 for all the three meshes. It was found that the final
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solution on an average improved by less than 0.15 K as the mesh is refined to contain more than
13404 elements. Therefore, the same mesh was used for all the simulations. In addition, for all
the simulations, a relative tolerance of 1e-4 was used to check for convergence of the solution in
any single time-step.
TC3, TC6 and TC7 in Figure 20 are the points of temperature measurement locations in
the foam and PCM composite. Two more thermocouple locations TC1 and TC2 were chosen for
the numerical simulation to monitor the outside wall temperature of the TES column. In Figure
20, TC7 is located at 6 mm and TC2, TC3 and TC6 are located at 12 mm, all in the vertical
direction from the top surface of the foam (boundary 5 in Figure 15). TC1 is chosen to be any
point very close to the foam top surface. In the horizontal direction, TC1 and TC2 lie on the
column wall outside, whereas TC3 lies on the boundary 2 in Figure 15. TC6 lies at a distance of
W/4 and TC7 lies at a distance of 3W/8 both from the column inside wall.

Figure 20: Temperature measurement locations in the numerical model
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A Tv of 390 K, T0 of 380 K and a charging time of 15.5 s are chosen for all the
simulations. Figure 21 shows the simulated time history of temperature at various thermocouple
locations of Figure 20.
The following observations and conclusions can be drawn from Figure 21:
• The wall temperature drops rapidly from an initial value of chosen vapor temperature because
of the presence of a heat sink (PCM) and then begins to rise slowly.
• The dominant resistance during charging is from the condensate film. Once a steady state is
reached (a long time after the end of charging), the film and PCM resistances become
comparable (refer Chapter Three).
• The presence of a varying thickness condensate film makes the PCM phase change problem
two-dimensional as expected.
• The PCM temperature governs all other parameters like ‘Twall’ and ‘δ’.
• Heat penetration into PCM is mostly from the top portion of the column wall where the film
thickness is small because of a small thermal penetration resistance. This can be verified by
comparing TC7 with TC6.
• The initial temperature choice ‘T0’ of the PCM is appropriate since on an average, the PCM
temperature rose from 380 K (107 0C) to 384.5 K (111.5 0C), where the latent heat hsfo is a
maximum within the PCM’s entire melting range as discussed before.
• PCM temperature at the end of charging time is still less than ‘Tv’ implies the vapor
temperature will not rise before the end of charging period. This means that all the PCM
present has not participated in TES implying that there is scope for PCM to absorb more heat
for longer charging times before the heat sink system temperature starts to rise.
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Figure 21: Temperature vs. time for PCM with a melting range

The temporal temperature distribution history for the current case under study can be
seen in Figure 22. Some of the conclusions of Figure 21 can be clearly observed in Figure 22.
Figure 23 shows the time evolution of the condensate film during the charging time. The variable
Time spans from 0 to 15.5 s and is the same in both the figures. In Figure 23, it can be observed
that the average film thickness at Time = 0 is zero while at Time = 0.001 s, it is about 81 µm and
at Time = 0.5 s, δ on an average increases to 226 µm. This corresponds to the initial rapid cooling
of the wall from ‘Tv’ at Time = 0 to a much lower value at Time = 0.5 s as can be seen in Figure
21. As Twall starts to rise again, the film thickness starts going down until the end of charging
time to an average value of 190 µm.
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Figure 22: Temperature distribution in TES at various Time during charging

Using Figure 21, it is found that 81% of the total absorbed heat is by the PCM and foam
composite, while the remaining 19% is by encapsulating column walls. This shows the
importance of including the column wall inertia effects in the simulation of conjugate problem
for the chosen boundary conditions. In addition, inclusion of column walls in the model
facilitates for simulating simultaneous heat removal on the condenser side (extended portion of
the columns i.e., boundaries 6 and 7 in Figure 15 that protrude outside of the vapor chamber as
shown in Figure 20).
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Figure 23: Transient film profile history (film thickness at Time = 0 is zero)

Importance of having TES in the VCTES heat sink
The effect of presence of PCM on charging of the VCTES heat sink can be observed in
Figure 24, where the PCM was replaced with air for comparison with Figure 21. It can be seen
that the wall temperature drops down initially. However, because the sink in this case is not as
effective as in Figure 21, the wall temperature starts to rise rapidly and catches up with the vapor
temperature even before the end of charging time.
If the vapor temperature was not fixed as in the current model, this will cause a
continuous increase in the vapor temperature and hence the pressure inside the chamber. It can
also be observed by comparing Figures 21 and 24 that in Figure 24, the temperature rise is purely
characteristic of transient heat conduction as in a solid but in Figure 21, the temperature rise is in
a more linear fashion because of PCM phase change.
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Figure 24: Temperature vs. time for TES columns with air (without PCM)

Importance of pure PCM
In Figure 25, the effect of using a pure PCM is analyzed and plotted. Pure PCMs are
characterized by isothermal melting (here, 386 K) and hence the effect of full latent heat can be
felt on the heat sink system. PCMs like the one used to simulate the case of Figure 21, will have
a reduction in the latent heat peak owing to its distribution over a melting range (shown in Figure
18). The effect of melting range on the TES performance was studied and mentioned in Chapter
Three. Heat capacity methods exhibit problems in simulating ideal isothermal melting and so
usually enthalpy methods are used. Therefore, a δT of 0.001 K is used to approximately model
the phase change process for this case and the entire hsf of 266 kJ/kg is assumed to be distributed
over this δT. Three more cases for a δT of 0.01 K, 0.0001 K and 0.00001 K were run. It was
found that the time taken to reach a converged solution at each time-step almost doubled as δT
became smaller. A difference of less than 0.01 K on an average was found to contain between
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final solutions for δT of 0.001 K and 0.0001 K and this difference became less than 0.005 K as
δT went down. Therefore, a δT of 0.001 K was selected for the simulation as achieving an
accuracy of the final solution to more than two significant digits is not the goal of this simulation
but to broadly see the effect of using pure PCM. The temperature-time history of PCM in Figure
25 is typical of pure PCMs. An initial cooling down of the wall temperature can be observed
because of the presence of an effective heat sink (just like in Figure 21). The wall temperature
begins to rise again but remains almost a constant when the PCM reaches its melting point and
continues to stay there even until the end of charging time.
The same initial temperature as chosen in the simulation of Figure 21 was used even in
the simulation of Figure 25 and so we could observe rapid initial temperature rise in the
beginning (the period of no PCM phase change). The advantage of pure PCMs can be very
clearly seen if an initial temperature is chosen such that it is slightly less than the PCM melting
temperature. For example, in the case of Figure 25, if an initial temperature of 385.9 K were
chosen, the entire operating temperature of PCM during charging period would have remained at
386 K and the wall temperature would have remained almost the same between 386.5 K and
387.5 K. In Figure 21, since the PCM has a melting range, it is inevitable to pick an initial
temperature much less than the melting point peak to allow for the PCM temperature rise during
melting.
Thus, it is evident that pure PCMs provide for better performance and near isothermal
operation of the VCTES heat sink. It is interesting to note that the developed numerical model
has little convergence problems even in solving an isothermal phase change problem, which is
highly nonlinear compared to phase change problems with a melting range.
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Figure 25: Temperature vs. time for pure PCM (with near-isothermal melting point)

Importance of graphite foam in TES
The developed numerical model was also used to study the importance of using foam in
TES units. Accordingly, only PCM was assumed present in the columns without any thermal
conduction-enhancing medium (graphite foam). The results are shown in Figure 26. The wall
temperature drops initially because of the presence of a sink in the form of copper walls and
PCM but this drop is not quite as much as in Figure 21. This is because in Figure 26, the majority
of the heat sink comprises only of copper walls because of the poor penetration of heat in the
PCM sans graphite foam. This could be clearly observed in Figure 26, where TC6 and TC7 are
still at the initial temperature at the end of charging time indicating that no melting of PCM has
taken place at those locations. Therefore, owing to its poor thermal conductivity, the resistance to
heat transfer in PCM without graphite foam dominates the film condensation resistance during
the transient charging process.
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Figure 26: Temperature vs. time for TES columns without graphite foam

Importance of condenser on the performance
In the assumptions for the numerical simulation, it was assumed that heat removal from
the outside surfaces of TES columns in Figure 15 is by forced convection. To see the effect of
condenser on the performance of the storage feature in the heat sink, natural convection was
assumed even on the outside surfaces of the TES columns and the results for this case are shown
in Figure 27. It can be observed that the system temperature on an average is greater by about 0.5
K for this case compared to Figure 21 as expected. This shows that an efficient condenser plays a
crucial role in controlling the temperature rise for fixed charging period conditions.
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Figure 27: Temperature vs. time for TES columns with natural convection heat removal on the
condenser
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CHAPTER FIVE: EXPERIMENT
The primary objective of performing experiments with the VCTES heat sink is to show
that using PCM columns inside the vapor chamber prevents in undue temperature rise of the
system. There is no available open literature until date that focused on experimentation of a dual
latent phase change system except for a similar work by Weislogel and Chung [11,12]. They
experimentally studied the condensation phenomenon on packed bed of closely spaced spheres
filled with a PCM. However, their work differs from the current effort in that their focus was not
on observing the effect of having PCM in a vapor chamber with specific heat sink application as
a heat spreader, which is the key focus of this work. Also, the flow effects of vapor on TES does
not apply to the current concept, since vapor always occupies the chamber and does not flow
through densely packed TES units unlike in Reference [12]. This will induce a different
boundary condition for heat transfer to the TES. In addition, variety of improvements were made
in the TES setup of this heat sink compared to the setup described in Reference [12] and have
been detailed in Chapter Three. Therefore, it is interesting to perform experiments on integrated
vapor chamber thermal energy storage (VCTES) heat sink to verify the implementation
feasibility and understand the major impediments to its efficient thermal performance. The focus
of this work is to verify the effectiveness of the concept during charging through
experimentation.
Component acquisition and integration
A prototype integrated vapor chamber/TES system was built based on design 1 (detailed
in Chapter Three) to validate the concept. The vapor chamber and top plate were machined using
CNC mill. The 3D models and the machined parts are shown in Figures 28 to 34. A material with
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a high tensile strength, lightweight, easy-to-machine and compatible with the HTF would be an
ideal choice for the vapor chamber and TES columns. For experiment purposes, an easy-tomachine, low thermal diffusivity glass-mica ceramic material, Macor®, was selected for the
vapor chamber along with its sidewalls to prevent parasitic heat loss in the experiments. For the
top plate to the vapor chamber and for making custom TES containers, Copper was selected as
the appropriate material as it is compatible with water. Copper also has high strength and so can
withstand high internal pressures.

Figure 28: A single TES column – CAD drawing
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Figure 29: Top plate – CAD drawing
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Figure 30: Vapor chamber bottom portion – CAD drawing

Figure 31: Vapor chamber bottom portion – 3D model
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Figure 32: Vapor chamber bottom portion – manufactured part

Figure 33: Top plate – 3D model

Figure 34: Top plate – manufactured part
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The TES columns were integrated from the parts shown in Figure 28. Figure 35 shows
various steps of integration of a single column and filling PCM by dipping the column in an oil
bath and raising the oil temperature above the PCM melting temperature. A high thermal
conductive bond, PyroDuct 597A® [64] (thermal conductivity of 9.1 W/m.K), was used to bond
foam pieces to the copper plates of the TES columns. PyroDuct 597A® has a maximum
operating temperature of 960 0C and so was not subjected to any damage during soldering of the
column plates. Holes were drilled in the foam samples for inserting thermocouple wires. AWG
36, T-type thermocouples were used. Each column contained five thermocouples. Locations of
the four thermocouple tips are shown in Figure 36. The fifth thermocouple tip lied on the center
of the foam sample large face and was used for measurement of temperature in the heat transfer
direction along with the one at the center of the sample.
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Figure 35: Column with two flat plates bonded together with foam in between (top left);
Column with all the plates bonded by soldering and thermocouple wires inserted into the foam
piece (top right); Tilted column in oil bath during PCM filling (bottom left); Top view of the
setup for PCM filling (bottom right)
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Figure 36: Thermocouple locations in Pocofoam for single column experiments
(all dimensions are in inches)

After assembling the TES columns, the condenser (top plate with TES columns) was
assembled by attaching the sealed columns to the top plate and is shown in Figure 37. A special
epoxy H74 from Epotek® [65] was used for this purpose.
While attaching the columns to the top plate, the entire setup and individual columns
were all checked for horizontal orientation using a spirit level. Figures 38 and 39 show that the
top plate and the combined span of the four columns are in the horizontal position after the
joining epoxy is completely cured. Similarly, each of the four columns (when mounted in the top
plate) was checked for correct horizontal positioning. Figure 40 shows the sealing mechanism
employed at the inside junctions of the top plate assembly.
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Figure 37: Condenser assembly

Figure 38: Levelled column span

Figure 39: Levelled top plate
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Figure 40: Sealing at the condenser bottom surface

A manually controlled pulsed power supply was built and checked for proper operation.
The power supply circuit consisted of two different DC power supplies connected in parallel to a
switch, one power supply with high voltage and current capability to produce pulse loads and the
other with low voltage and current rating to simulate the low heat period loads. The switch used
was of single-pole double-throw (SPDT) type with break-before-make integrated circuit. It was
found that manual switching with the procured switch can be performed in less than a second and
so the same was used during experiments to switch between pulse heat and low heat times,
which were in the order of tens of seconds. Since the switch was of break-before-make type, no
short-circuiting was found to occur during switching between the two power supplies. Figure 41
shows the power supply circuit diagram. The power supply system was integrated with the data
acquisition (DAQ) system to measure current and voltage.
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Figure 41: Power supply circuit diagram

Custom feedthroughs were designed for instrumentation of the VCTES system and are
shown in Figure 42. Figure 43 shows the details of a feedthrough. Thermocouple wires were
passed through a commercially available adapter with an o-ring and the empty space was filled
with the high-temperature RTV silicone.
To prevent steam leakage through the gap between the bare wire and the insulation, the
wires were stripped such that it exposed the bare wire in the middle. Silicone was then used to
surround the bare wire. To prevent touching of two thermocouple wires at the stripped portions,
they were separated using a shirt button. The internal details of a feedthrough are shown in
Figure 44.
Five feedthroughs were used in the VCTES experiments for temperature monitoring and
hosted ten thermocouples (AWG 24, T-type) in total for measurement of vapor temperature at
different places inside the chamber. One feedthrough was used to pass power supply wires.
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Figure 42: Custom made feedthroughs

Figure 43: Feedthrough with silicone and o-ring

Figure 44: Feedthrough internal details
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Two different types of PCM were considered for use in the experiments (based on the
discussion in Chapter Three). Magnesium Chloride HexaHydrate (MgCl2.6H2O = MCHH) was
considered first to be used as the energy storage material. It is attractive in terms of cost and
material compatibility.
The exact melting temperature of a dry salt of magnesium chloride is 714 0C. For
hydrates when being used as latent thermal energy storage materials, melting temperature is
often used for dehydration temperature. Dehydration temperature is where the salt hydrate loses
its water by absorbing heat (equal to the heat of hydration). The dry salt and water will be two
separate compounds. When the same amount of heat is released from an encapsulated salt
hydrate-water system, the water molecules coagulate back into the lattice of the alkaline metal
salt molecules forming a crystalline structure. This is a result of the hygroscopic property of most
alkaline earth metal salts like magnesium chloride and calcium chloride. This phenomenon
enables salt hydrates to be used as thermal energy storage materials.
MCHH has low thermal expansion. This coupled with a high value for the density in
either state enables for an efficient TES. The thermal conductivity compares with other PCMs on
the high side both in its solid and liquid phases. It has reasonably high values of latent and
specific heats. MCHH usually has the problems of incongruent melting, corrosiveness and
supercooling but provide the advantage of using water as the HTF since the boiling point of
water (100 0C) is close to the melting point of MCHH (116.7 0C). In addition, water is highly
non-toxic and is cheaply available for the experiment. MCHH has a single melting point, which
makes it ideal for use as TES in the current setup.
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A >99% pure MCHH sample was heated in an open container to temperatures above its
melting point. Upon solidification, it formed a dry salt (MgCl2) but not the crystalline
hexahydrate. This showed that all the moisture is evaporated and there is no chemical bonding in
molten/dehydrated salt between salt and water molecules. This puts a limitation of putting solid
MCHH by melting and pouring it into foam filled TES columns. Wax would be easy to handle in
such cases as it undergoes exactly a phase change but not a dehydration reaction like MCHH.
Therefore, a paraffin wax that melts at close to the boiling point of water was searched.
POLYWAX® 1000 from Baker Petrolite Polymers Division was found to have a melting peak at
113 0C (386 K) and so it was selected for use in the experiments.
Different configurations were considered for a heater like using a heater with a threaded
base that can be screwed to the bottom of the vapor chamber base, a detachable plate heater etc.
An assembly of thick film resistors of BeO [66] attached/soldered to a thin 20 mm X 20 mm
copper plate fixed in a slot to the bottom of inside surface of vapor chamber (see Figure 12) was
used as the heat source. Care was taken to match the level of the copper plate surface of the
heater with vapor chamber bottom surface so that there is always water on the heater surface.
The heater setup is shown in Figure 45.
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Figure 45: Heater assembly
Accuracy of all the thermocouples used in the experiments was checked by comparing
with ice and steam points. Uncertainty of temperatures measured was ±0.5 0C. The temperature
measurements were obtained by fitting a fifth-order polynomial to the sensed voltage readings
and incorporated into the DAQ.
Integration of the experimental setup and testing
Two different types of experiments were performed, one with a single TES column
dipped in oil and one with an integrated VCTES setup. Experiments with a single column dipped
in oil (up to the height of foam inside the columns) undergoing transient heating helped to
measure temperatures at various locations of the PCM inside foam-filled columns and thereby to
check the possibility of using such a configuration in an integrated VCTES system for TES.
These experiments were also useful to observe the melting and solidification behavior of PCM in
the columns for transient temperature boundary condition, the effectiveness of filling of pores of
foam by PCM, formation of voids and possibility of supercooling of PCM inside pocofoam. In
addition, these experiments proved the fabrication feasibility of leak-proof TES columns and
thus simplify the path for performing integrated VCTES setup experiments.
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The results of the single column experiments for different heat rates are shown in Figures
46, 47 and 48.
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Figure 46: Transient temperature distribution for a temperature rise rate of 0.039 0C/s
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Transient Temperature Distribution - Run 3
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Figure 47: Transient temperature distribution for a temperature rise rate of 0.071 0C/s
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Transient Temperature Distribution - Run 5
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Figure 48: Transient temperature distribution for a temperature rise rate of 0.093 0C/s

During the experiments, thermocouples TC1 and TC2 were not soldered to the column
outside surfaces since those columns were intended for use in integrated VCTES experiments.
From the plot, this can be clearly observed with TC1 and TC2 lying much above the other
thermocouples.
A key conclusion can be made from the results that for a transient temperature rise of the
column outside surface at a constant or variable rate, all the thermocouples inside the foam and
PCM composite were found to maintain nearly a same temperature. Therefore, this kind of
behavior was expected even during the integrated VCTES experiments. These experiments also
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showed the importance of having a good thermal contact between foam and copper walls of TES
columns.
The complete VCTES setup was then integrated. A high temperature o-ring made of
Ethylene-Propylene material (has a very low steam permeability rate) was smeared with a thin
layer of high vacuum grease and was used to perfectly seal the junction between the top plate
and the chamber. A support wooden plate was used at the bottom of the VCTES heat sink for
holding against stress due to internal pressures. The experiment setup and the integrated system
are shown in Figures 49 and 50. All the pipes (made of high temperature Teflon), pressure and
vacuum gauges, flow control and pressure relief valves were thoroughly insulated.

Figure 49: Integrated VCTES experimental setup
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Figure 50: Integrated VCTES setup with a support wooden plate at the bottom

A pulse heat flux of 40 W/cm2 was used in all the experiments. The low–end heat flux
was found to be ~11 W/cm2 to get the system to a steady-state temperature of 107 0C. To observe
the difference between the pulse heat and low heat periods clearly, no forced convection was
used on the condenser portion. A pressure relief valve rated for 50 psig was used for safety. The
VCTES setup was insulated by surrounding it with glass wool. All the thermocouples were
instrumented to a programmable DAQ system. A pressure and a vacuum gauge were used to
monitor pressure and vacuum respectively inside the chamber. Two control valves were used,
one attached to the vacuum pump and the other attached to the boiling flask. The boiling flask
consisted of distilled water boiled continuously for more than five hours.
The vacuum pump valve was first opened and the boiling flask valve was closed. This
created vacuum inside the chamber. The boiling flask valve was then opened with the vacuum
pump valve closed, which sucked water into the chamber. 35 mL of water was sent in for all the
experiments. This prevented the submerging of TES columns in the water below them. In
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accordance with the height of water level above the heater that corresponds to 35 mL, a pulse
heat flux of 40 W/cm2 was found to be suitable to prevent heater dry-out.
A series of experiments were then performed all without PCM in the columns. These
served as baseline experiments for comparison with experiments with PCM in the columns. For
all the experiments, the TES columns were numbered as shown in Figure 51. It must be noted
that columns 1 and 4 lie outside the heater while columns 2 and 3 lie directly above the heater in
the assembled VCTES setup. In all the experiments, thermocouples TC12 and TC14 lie in
column 1, TC17 and TC21 lie in column 2, TC22, TC23, TC24 and TC25 lie in column 3, TC27
and TC28 lies in column 4, and TC 29 and TC 30 lie in the vapor space.
The chamber was opened after each experiment to drain out the used water and exactly
the same measured volume of freshly boiled distilled water was again sent in through the flow
setup. Water droplets were also thoroughly cleaned from the TES columns’ outside surfaces for
each new experiment. This process was repeated to ensure identical conditions for all the
experiments. Uncleaned water droplets on TES column surfaces will cause thermal resistance to
heat transfer from vapor, each time a new experiment is started.
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Figure 51: Numbering of TES columns

Results and discussion
Experiment case 1 consisted of allowing the system to reach a steady state at 107 0C (heat
flux of 11 W/cm2), providing a pulse of 40 W/cm2 for 16 seconds and then giving the system a
discharge time sufficient enough for it to reach back to the steady state. This was followed by
another pulse of 16 seconds to check the repeatability. The results for this case are shown in
Figures 52 and 53. In Figure 53, data values for only those thermocouples in TES columns are
plotted along with the heat flux for simplicity. It was found that the system on an average
returned back almost close to initial state at the end of discharging period. The slope dT/dt was
found to be the same (~ 0.18 0C/s) for both the pulses. This confirms the repeatability aspect.
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Figure 52: Temperature vs. time plot for case 1 without PCM

Figure 53: Temperature, heat flux vs. time plot for case 1 without PCM
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To verify the VCTES heat sink behavior for high heat loads without PCM, case 2
experiments were performed, where a pulse of 32 seconds is provided instead of 16 seconds like
in case 1. The results are shown in Figure 54. It is clear that the system temperature rose more
than in case 1 as expected.

Figure 54: Temperature vs. time plot for case 2 without PCM

The same cases were repeated with PCM inside columns and the results are shown in
Figures 55 and 56. A fan was used for case 1 with PCM to get the system back to the steadystate.
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Figure 55: Temperature vs. time plot for case 1 with PCM

Figure 56: Temperature vs. time plot for case 2 with PCM
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For clearly comparing the effect of using PCM in the heat sink, the vapor temperature
TC30 for cases 1 and 2 for different initial steady state temperatures are plotted in Figures 57 to
60. Figures 61 and 62 show the vapor temperature for various experiments performed, all with
PCM, for cases 1 and 2 respectively, for different initial steady state temperatures.
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Figure 57: Comparison of vapor temperature rise for case 1 with and without PCM – steady state
of 107.80 0C
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Figure 58: Comparison of vapor temperature rise for case 1 with and without PCM – steady state
of 109.85 0C
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Figure 59: Comparison of vapor temperature rise for case 2 with and without PCM – steady state
of 107.87 0C
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Figure 60: Comparison of vapor temperature rise for case 2 with and without PCM – steady state
of 109.76 0C
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Figure 61: Case 1 experiments with PCM for different steady state temperatures (Ts = T0)
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Figure 62: Case 2 experiments with PCM for different steady state temperatures (Ts = T0)

All the experiments were found to be reasonably repeatable. Figure 63 shows the
charging curves for two different case 2 experiments starting from same steady state
temperatures. Similarly, repeatability was checked by comparing charging curves of case 1
experiments and the first half portion of the charging curves of case 2 experiments that were
started from a same steady state temperature (for example, by comparing appropriate portion of
curves in Figures 55 and 56). They were found to reasonably overlap confirming the
repeatability of the experiments. Repeatability for a single experiment over two charging periods
was also observed (Figure 55).
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Figure 63: Repeatability of charging experiments

The following important conclusions can be drawn from the above experiments:
• The vapor temperature always exists above all other thermocouple readings as expected. All
the temperatures in any single column are almost the same as observed in the single column
experiments (within thermocouple measurement errors). This shows that there will be a very
low resistance in the foam and PCM composite in any direction if the temperature on the
encapsulating boundary is transient and depends on the PCM temperature.
• The temperature of columns lying directly above the heater surface (columns 2 and 3) is
always slightly more than the other two columns (columns 1 and 4). This is because of
splashing of water and the gushing stream of vapor generated during boiling hitting the
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columns directly above providing some heat from their bottom surfaces. Columns 1 and 4
receive a slightly low amount of heat compared to columns 2 and 3 because of their offlocation from the heater. This would not have happened in a bigger chamber where if all the
columns can be placed at an offset from the heater surface or at a height sufficiently distant
from the heater surface.
• It can be seen that the system temperature rises rapidly as soon as the pulse heat flux is
provided and reaches a maximum value at the end of the charging period and then begins to
drop down as expected.
• All the experiments were found to be reasonably repeatable.
• The slope of the charging curves without PCM is reminiscent of typical transient heat
conduction process for heating. The temperature during the pulse is found to rise very rapidly,
resulting in a more non-isothermal operation. With PCM, on providing the pulse heat, the
vapor temperature initially begins to rise but PCM immediately starts arresting the rise and the
slope of the charging curve changes to a more linear fashion symbolizing PCM phase change.
This shows that using PCM helps in preventing undue temperature rise of the heat sink. It must
be noted that in all the experiments with PCM, there is a delay time before the effect of PCM
on the vapor temperature rise could be felt. The vapor temperature rose quickly during the
delay times in all the experiments. This might be because of the high thermal inertia of the
TES column plates (encapsulation copper plates) coupled with simultaneous discharging
through TES column extensions/fins causing a time delay effect to heat transfer to PCM. Time
delay might also be occurring because of thermal resistance between the TES units and vapor.
The key factors responsible for this resistance are the condensate and the interface contact
between PCM and foam composite and the copper walls of the TES units. This resistance can
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be reduced by providing efficient means of condensate disposal from the TES units’ outside
walls (like providing tiny vertical grooves along the height) and by employing a high thermal
conductivity bond (for example, like S-bond® [36]) with better bonding properties to join
foam and copper plates when making a TES column.
Uncertainty analysis of the experiment results
Uncertainty analysis was performed to know the accuracy of test measurements and to
confirm that the measurement uncertainty does not affect the key conclusions. A maximum
sample size of three was available for any of the considered parameters. A 95% confidence level
was used to specify the uncertainty. Appropriate quotient, difference and power formulae were
used to estimate uncertainties wherever applicable, for example, in evaluating the error in heat
flux estimation. In-depth details of the uncertainty analysis can be found in Reference [67]. The
following are the uncertainties in the key parameters measured in the experiments.
Amount of water sent in: 35 (+ 2) mL
Pulse heat flux: 40 (± 0.03) W/cm2
Low-end heat flux: 11 (± 0.01) W/cm2 for a steady-state of 107 0C
Thermocouple uncertainty: ± 0.5 0C
Total amount of PCM in all TES units combined: 35 (± 0.025) gm
Pulse heat time: 32 (± 0.14) s
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It must be noted, especially in the case of temperature measurements, that the uncertainty
is large because of the very small sample size. This is because of the fact that only a maximum
number of three different experiments could be repeated with the setup under the available
constraints. For large sample sizes, the uncertainties would be small. The current errors in
measurements are within acceptable limits in the sense they do not change the key conclusion of
the experiments that using PCM helps in a narrow temperature operation of the heat sink.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION
A novel concept for a heat sink is proposed. Key design considerations for selecting the
best features for the concept are mentioned. A design tool based on thermal resistance concept is
developed and is useful in isolating the important processes that need detailed numerical
attention. The model also helps in arriving at a quick design for prototype development and
experimentation.
It is shown that it is possible to have a TES heat sink with attractive features like high
heat storage ability (7 MJ), compactness (0.072 m3, 57.5 kg), low vapor-to-condenser
temperature difference (7 0C), and fast charging ability, environment safe operation, high heat
flux capability (500 W/cm2 over an area of 100 cm2) and high energy storage density (97 MJ/m3,
0.122 MJ/kg) including added features of a vapor chamber like self-acting and quiet operation.
The promising aspects that make this concept feasible include using carbon foam in the
TES columns (which help the thermal conductivity of TES to increase from ~0.2 W/(m.K) to
135 W/(m.K) for Pocofoam® and 245 W/(m.K) for PocoHTC®); a large surface area for TES
(which helps in fast charging/heat absorption and a low heat flux at each column thus reducing
the temperature gradients); and placing of PCM containers inside the vapor space of the chamber
to ensure rapid transport of pulse heat loads to the PCM containers. The design tool described is
an approximate theoretical model and is only a guideline to estimate the thermal performance
and feasibility of the concept but is not a thorough final design criterion. Complicated in-depth
numerical analyses and experiments are to be performed to understand and very accurately
quantify the key processes that govern the VCTES heat sink performance during transient
operation.
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By integrating the DSC curve of the PCM in the temperature ranges of most of the
experiments performed (107-110 0C, 108-111 0C etc.), it was found that the PCM has a latent
heat of approximately 30 kJ/kg. A total of 35 gm of PCM was present in the four TES units. This
implies that, out of about 4500 J of heat supplied during charging, for example, for case 2
experiments, PCM was able to absorb only 1050 J (35 gm X 30 J/gm). If we consider using one
of the highly pure grades of the same PCM and assume that its entire latent heat of 266 kJ/kg is
distributed within the same operating range as the current experiments, then the PCM would be
capable to absorb 9310 J (35 gm X 266 J/gm) of heat during pulse. This facilitates for providing
the pulse flux for a much longer time, still having the same temperature rise as the current
experiments. However, for experiments without PCM, longer pulse times could increase the
system temperature by a much larger value compared to the current experiments without PCM,
which is close to 6 0C for case 2 runs. Therefore, the effect of PCM will be more evident if a
pure PCM is used.
In addition, by comparing the value of p in Table 5, which is 47%, with p for the
prototype version tested, which is 2.2% (Table 6), it is very clear that the performance of the
VCTES heat sink would be best if the system is large (since the parasitic mass effect would go
down and the latent advantage R increases as the system becomes large). This can also be
illustrated by comparing the latent storage density of the heat sink in Table 6, which is 2.9 kJ/kg,
with the latent heat of PCM itself, which is 266 kJ/kg (Figure 11).
Therefore, the effect of PCM will be more evident if a pure PCM is used, if the system is
large (like the original optimized design of Chapter Three, which is capable of absorbing 500
W/cm2 heat flux and 7 MJ of total pulse heat, thus facilitating a high R) or if the final application
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demands stringent operating temperature limitations. The reduced size experiment version is
intended simply to show that PCM can arrest the system temperature rise and it is successfully
demonstrated.
In addition to showing the effectiveness of the concept through experimental
demonstration, it is qualitatively shown through approximate numerical analysis that using PCM
as a second latent sink helps the VCTES system to have a narrow temperature operation. Also,
some cases that could not be verified by experiments are analyzed numerically to give an idea of
some of the important features of the heat sink like using foam (which are mentioned in Chapter
Three), which otherwise consume too much experimental time.
The results of the developed numerical model showed that the concept is effective in
preventing undue temperature rise of the heat sink. The advantage of having a second latent
phase change phenomenon in the heat sink in the form of PCM phase change is shown by
assuming the lack of PCM in the design. It is also numerically shown that pure PCM exhibits a
better performance. The significance of having a thermal conductivity enhancing medium for
PCM is also shown. As expected, graphite foam plays a very crucial role in transferring heat to
the PCM and thus helps in rapid charging.
It is found that for a constant vapor temperature boundary condition during transient
melting driven by film condensation, the key impediment to rapid heat absorption comes from
the condensate film. Because of the condensate profile, the PCM phase change problem becomes
two-dimensional and the temperature gradient in the interfacial solid wall in the height direction
is large. It is also observed that for PCMs with a melting range, selection of a right operating
range and initial temperature are crucial. The fundamental science of the developed numerical
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model is also useful for other applications involving melting driven by film condensation. The
thermo-mechanical resistance model is also a useful tool for a quick design of future similar
applications, especially for testing purposes.
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